
BOOK BLURB 

No other graffiti crew during graffiti’s heyday in New York City conjures up more images of angel dust-

smoking, beer-drinking, “crazy white boys,” than does the late 1970s Bronx-born and bred writing 

group, M.P.C. 

This book is written to tell the stories and experiences of the infamous Graffiti writing group from the 
Bronx N.Y. Morris Park Crew (M.P.C). The history begins in the Morris Park section of the Bronx N.Y... 
The year 1977 .Where founding members Slip, Wedge, and Speed started the crew. That transpires 
into   when Cap 1 took over and led the crew down a path that made it unforgettable in the 1980’s. With 
a penchant for, going to war with rival graffiti crews for train space, and territory which intern created 
among other things crossing out each other’s art work. The MPC crew’s reputation ran the gamete of 
being a bunch of thugs who beat, hung, and shot people if one messed with our crew. To a group of 
talentless “toys,  some of which on both accounts was true but, the real underlining factor. Is that we 
were one of the largest graffiti crews out there who was feared, and was predominately Anglo in a 
culture that is categorized as being predominately Hispanic and African American. And that reputation 
to this very day some 30 years later has affected the documentation or lack thereof about the MPC 
crew. Although the foundation of this book is Graffiti culture based. .As a crew that spans 32 years with 
a deceased member list that rivals a small platoon. You as the reader will get a (glimpse) of the many 
difficult challenges and roads that these individuals choose, Coupled with the obstacles they faced in the 
environment they grew up in. This book is different than other books previously published because 
there hasn’t been a book published about a crew that also revolves around a time era when Graffiti, 
Punk rock, and hip hop were in its infancy .We lived it! This book touches on the following. Quotes from 
pre-1983 members and those who followed after. Anecdotes from crew members and members of 
other crews during that time.Never before published pictures with commentary. To and COLT and SLIP’s 
meeting with BLADE and COMET, to SARGE 34 – later to become the infamous CAP 1 – who started the 
largest cross-out war in New York City graffiti history as documented in Tony Silver and Henry Chalfant’s 
Style Wars, to the long list of prominent graffiti writers who are members of or came through MPC and 
went on to start their own crews – many still active today, ending with MPC’s revival in 2009-2010.  
 

  

  

  
 


